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ABSTRACT: In the present case from the steel industry, waste hydrochloric acid from the pickling process is 
regenerated using spray roasting. The process is driven by four burners placed symmetrically along the periphery of 
the cylindrical main section of the reactor. Severe problems with gas backflow and sintering of iron oxide inside the 
burner chamber have led to a complete shut down of the process 1-2 times every week, which is a frequency which 
significantly affects the productivity. In this study the influence of a kick-out on the gas flow in the vicinity of the 
burner chamber is investigated numerically. It is shown that the kick-out geometry creates a vortical low pressure 
region preventing the inflow of gas and hence the sintering of iron oxide. This has led to a significant increase in the 
productivity with no additional shut-downs than needed for the ordinary maintenance every 6-8 weeks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This study was motivated by an immediate 
problem of sintered iron oxide in the burner 
chamber in a furnace used for regeneration of 
hydrochloric acid in the steel industry. SSAB is 
one of the leading actors on the world steel 
market, with employees in 45 countries and 
production in Sweden and the United States. At 
SSAB EMEA in Borlänge, Sweden, strip products 
are made, and in this production hydrochloric acid 
is used in the pickling process. The waste 
hydrochloric acid is regenerated using the so 
called spray roasting technique, a process which 
is driven by four gas burners placed 
symmetrically along the periphery of the reactor 
and the waste acid is sprayed into the reactor 
through four spray nozzles at the top; see Fig. 1 
for a schematic view of the reactor geometry. The 
water in the injected droplets is evaporated 
forming gasified hydrochloric acid, while the iron 
chloride is oxidized to form hematite (the mineral 
form of iron (III) oxide, Fe2O3).  The precipitated 
hematite falls to the bottom of the reactor, while 
the gasified hydrochloric acid is collected at the 
top of the reactor. For detailed descriptions 
regarding the chemistry coupled to the spray 
roasting technique, we refer to the work by 
Johansson (2010), Beck et al. (2007b) and 
Kladnig (2008). 
The regeneration process has virtually been a 
black box where waste acid is injected to the 
reactor and hematite of varying quality is 

            
(a) View from the side          (b) View from top 

Fig. 1 The reactor has a total height of 18.5 m and a 
middle section which is 8.8 m high and has a 
radius of 4.3 m. The bottom part has a height 
of 6.82 m, and a bottom radius of 0.23 m. The 
burners are placed 14.6 m from the bottom of 
the reactor. In (a) two of the four spray nozzle 
lances are viewed at the top. The spray nozzle 
angle is 5° to the vertical plane, towards the 
centre. From Johansson (2010). 

collected at the bottom of the reactor. Tuning of 
the process is made by varying the burner flow 
rate, spray nozzle lance angle, and the waste acid 
inflow rate. A good quality of the hematite is of 
certain interest for the company as this generates 
an income. Consequently, problems with the 
production rate immediately lead to economical 
losses. In order to increase the efficiency of the 
regeneration process, the understanding of the gas 
flow and temperature dynamics inside the reactor 
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is a crucial part. Johansson et al. (2010) recently 
performed a numerical study where the gas flow 
is resolved together with the thermal distribution 
and the particle trajectory for the injected acid 
molecules; a study which can be put into a long-
term context with the objective to get the full 
picture of the coupling between the flow/thermal 
dynamics and the chemistry. The present study 
was however motivated by an urgent problem 
with sintering of iron in the burner chamber at the 
intersection where the burner enters the reactor; 
the reason being a backflow of gas into the burner 
chamber. Due to the sintered iron the process had 
to be shut down twice every week during the 
worst periods, but normally once every week 
(Johansson B, Hoel J, Eriksson M, Sollander H, 
Hindricks P, 2010 SSAB EMEA, Borlänge, 
Sweden. Personal communication).  
The mechanisms behind the problem with flow 
into the burner chamber coupled to the actual 
geometry at the burner entry/reactor wall 
intersection stimulate gas backflow and erosion of 
wall material. With a redesigned geometry close 
to the burner entry the flow along the reactor wall 
may have a different characteristic preventing 
inflow.  
A number of studies have been carried out 
focusing on the chemical details of the 
regeneration techniques presented above. 
Demopoulos (2010) showed that the hydrolytic 
distillation technique was more energy efficient 
than the two pyrohydrolysis techniques, while 
Kladnig (2008) and Beck et al. (2007a, b) in 
detail analyzed and present the chemistry coupled 
to the pickling process and the regeneration of the 
waste product. Kladnig (2008) also conducted a 
survey of the progress in the state of art 
regeneration technology. In a review paper by 
Regel-Rosocka (2010) different methods to 
regenerate spent pickling solutions such as 
different membrane techniques and the spray 
roasting technique are presented.  

The spray roasting technique is covered in the 
literature through the key references presented 
above, and in references therein. In this study 
however, the main topic is not the details of the 
regeneration process itself, but rather the 
dynamical flow behaviour inside the reactor; 
especially the gas flow in connection with the 
burner entry region and how the implementation 
of a KO will affect the flow, and ultimately 
whether the backflow into the burner chamber can 
be reduced. To the authors’ knowledge, numerical 
investigations and models of the global flow 
and/or the thermaldynamics inside the reactor are 
not - except for the work by Johansson et al. 
(2010) - represented in the literature. With this 
background the present analysis focusing on the 
details of the flow dynamics close to the burner 
entry, stand solely alone with no related study 
accessible. CFD is a very useful tool to 
investigate both fundamental fluid flow properties 
and actual questions and problems related to more 
pure engineering applications. See e.g. Jagadeesh 
and Murali (2010), Chalet and Cheese (2010), 
Yao et. al. (2007) and Lam and Wei (2010) for 
recent works showing the potential of CFD in 
both fundamental investigations concerning 
vortex shedding, to more applied studies coupled 
to under water vehicles, flow through a throttle 
valve, and flows in valveless micropumps. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

In this paper the possibility to reduce the 
backflow using a so called kick-out (KO) placed 
at the burner entry at the reactor wall, is 
investigated using Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD). Of special interest is to investigate how 
different shapes of the KO affect the flow 
characteristics near the burner entry zone. Rather 
than performing a full optimisation (Marjavaara et. 
al., 2007) three geometrical designs of the KO 
were evaluated; see Fig. 2. KO1 has a design 

(b) 

(a)  (c) 

Fig. 2 (a) The four different scenarios studied 
in the present study, showing the 
design of the three different kick-out 
geometries (KO1-3).View in the 
horizontal plane at the location of the 
burner entry level. (b) and (c) 
Photographs taken from the burner 
inlet showing how the sintered iron 
oxide partially have blocked the 
burner chamber. From SSAB EMEA, 
Borlänge, Sweden. 
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supporting immediate separation of the gas flow 
at the burner entry, while KO3 has the shape 
preventing such rapid separation. As the 
implemented KO will be subject to erosion it is 
interesting to investigate how a modified version 
of KO1 affects the flow in general and the erosion 
in particular. This is KO2. The hypothesis leading 
to the shape of KO1 is that the separation induced 
by KO1 creates a vortex which interacts with the 
well ordered flow from the burner, whereupon the 
lower pressure in the vortex region enables the 
gas flow from the burner to dominate and hence 
preventing inflow into the burner chamber. The 
first hypothesis regarding the cause of erosion in 
its turn was the formation of complex flow 
structures in the vicinity of the burner entries into 
the reactor. The background to such hypothesis is 
the fact that in fluids, the laminar sub-layer acts as 
a bottle neck for the accumulation of oxide to the 
surface. The deposition rate increases primarily if 
the thickness of the laminar layer is reduced, and 
secondarily if the concentration difference 
between bulk and equilibrium increases. In the 
present study changes in material properties and 
concentration were not considered as a first order 
approximation and only hydrodynamic processes 
were simulated. Of certain interest were regions 
where turbulence destroys the laminar sub-layer 
thus facilitating erosion. 

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND 
NUMERICAL SET-UP 

The Mach number of the flow is significantly 
below 0.1. The fluid experiences thus only small 
changes in density due to compression and is 
therefore considered incompressible. For 
unsteady flow of an incompressible Newtonian 
fluid, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equations can be written as 
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where  is the density of the fluid,  the laminar 
dynamic viscosity,  /  the laminar 
kinematic viscosity, P  the time-averaged 
pressure, iU  and if  the time-averaged velocity 

and external force components, iu the pulsations 

of the velocity, and
jiuu  the turbulent (Reynolds) 

stresses due to the pulsation of velocity field, 
which are determined according to Boussinesq 
eddy viscosity assumption. In addition continuity 

applies. For calculations of the eddy viscosity t , 

the two-equation SST k -   turbulence model 
implemented in ANSYS CFX was chosen. 
The model is based on model transport equations 
for the turbulent kinetic energy k  and a specific 
dissipation rate  . The SST formulation by 
Menter (1994) combines the best of the k-ε and 
k -  models. The use of a k -  formulation in 
the inner parts of the boundary layer makes the 
model directly usable all the way down to the 
wall through the viscous sub-layer, hence the SST 
k -  model can be used as a Low-Re turbulence 
model without any extra damping functions. The 
SST formulation also switches to a k -  behavior 
in the free-stream and thereby avoids the common 
k -  problem that the model is too sensitive to 
the inlet free-stream turbulence properties. As the 
k-ε and k-ω models do not account for transport 
of turbulent shear stress, the local eddy viscosity 
is normally over predicted. An additional feature 
of the SST model is the limited eddy viscosity, 
which leads to enhanced performance of the 
model in the near-wall region. The eddy viscosity 
is defined as 

t
ak

max( a ,SF )
 


  (2) 

with a 0.31  (=constant), S the invariant 
measure of the strain rate, and F the blending 
function which switches between the k-ε and k -
  model in free shear flow and boundary layer.  
In free shear flow the eddy viscosity is 

t
k


  (3) 

Another important feature of this model as 
applied in ANSYS CFX is the near wall treatment 
facilitating a smooth shift between a low 
Reynolds number form to wall function 
formulation for the first element near the wall. 
This is very handy for complicated geometries 
where uniform meshing cannot be guaranteed for 
the whole domain: It is clear that this approach 
does not consider the anisotropy of turbulence, 
but Liu et al. (2006) showed that anisotropy is 
strongest around the centreline of the cyclone, but 
smaller in the outer part. Since the interesting part 
is the burner entry region with KO, the isotropic 
assumption is reasonable. 
Additional simplification considered was the 
neglect of buoyancy forces, which are relevant; 
the hot gas rises upwards near the side walls, but 
the overall velocity profile in the meridian plane 
(radial and axial velocity components) is more 
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complicated. Since our interest is the zone where 
the burner enters the reactor, it is here assumed 
that inertial effects are dominating over buoyancy 
driven flow. The relation between these forces 
can be estimated by the Reynolds and Grashoff 
numbers ratio, namely 

2 2Re U

Gr g TL



 (4) 

It is shown that for a realistic equipment, as in 
Johansson (2010), this ratio is approximately 0.1. 
Although this value does not elucidate that 
inertial effects are strictly dominating; they are 
still larger than buoyancy forces, especially in the 
burner entry zone.  

4. GEOMETRY, MESH AND BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

The simulations were performed on a simplified 
geometry where nozzles and other small details 
were neglected. Since the overall geometry is 
symmetrical, only one quarter was calculated with 
proper boundary conditions (BC’s). A density 
value (ρ) of 0.5 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity 
value (μ) of 1.83·10-5 Pa·s was given to the fluid. 
A constant flow rate of 2.5 kg/s or 5 m3/s (= 
18000 m3/h) with a 5% turbulence intensity was 
applied at the burner entry region. Opening BC, 
which is implemented in CFX, allows the fluid to 
cross the boundary surface in either direction. In 
this case the BC for the pressure at the opening 
(popening) was set to 0 Pa, while the relative 
pressure is interpreted as the relative total 
pressure for the inflow and relative static pressure 
for the outflow. Additionally, a 5% turbulence 
intensity is set also on this boundary. Periodic BC 
means that both periodic sides are mapped by 
rotational transformation. Concerning the split of 
the geometry into four parts, we refer to Fig. 1b 
which clearly shows the symmetry of the 
geometry. What perturbs this symmetry, as 
viewed in Fig. 1a, are the spray nozzle lances and 
the outflow section at the top of the reactor. This 
small scale objects are however not considered in 
the study, which enhances the justification to use 
periodic boundary conditions. 
A model without KO was used as a reference for 
comparison and to illustrate possible 
improvements in the characteristics of the flow. 
Models with designs KO1, KO2 and KO3 were 
tested for better flow pattern and for reduction of 
backflow. A fine mesh was defined near the walls 
and the burner entry region. This was combined 
with a coarse mesh in the other parts of the 

calculation domain. The typical length scale of 
the elements for all models, except the model 
without KO, was 5-10 mm in the zone of interest 
(the burner entry at the reactor wall) with a 
refinement near the wall resulting in a value of 2-
3 mm. For the model without KO the typical 
element length was 2-3 mm in the zone of interest, 
and 1 mm near the walls. The typical length scale 
of the elements in the remaining parts was 50-200 
mm. The total number of nodes in one single 
calculation was 106. 
Considering the ellipse in Fig. 1a, it initially 
seems to be too far to the left in the picture. This 
effect is due to the arrangement of the burners 
which enters the reactor tangentially where the 
entry region is located symmetrically around the 
reactor wall as shown in Fig. 1b. In the normal 
direction the burners are viewed as a circle but in 
the tangential direction they hence are represented 
by ellipses (as is the case in Fig. 1a). The burner 
entry location is then at the right edge of the 
ellipse – which indeed is in the centre of the 
reactor, as it should be due to the symmetric 
position of the four gas burners. 

4.1 Relevance of used simplifications, 
parameter values and assumptions 

The main objective of the present study is to 
obtain a first order approximation of the gas flow 
inside the furnace reactor in order to analyse the 
flow in the vicinity of the burner entrance. The 
full regeneration process with gas flow, 
combustion, spray inflow and full chemistry 
model is very difficult and require a rigorous 
modelling work well outside the scope of the 
present study. The full process is with respect to 
its many different complex parts which will have 
to be coupled together, suitable for a whole Ph.D. 
thesis project. The main simplifications made 
here comprise the absence of small objects in the 
furnace such as the spray nozzles and the spray 
nozzle lances, together with a non-modelled 
combustion and no regeneration (process 
chemistry). To obtain a first view how the process 
works; how the particle travel in the reactor, 
where in the reactor it is likely that the 
regeneration mainly occurs, it is crucial to model 
the inflow of particles together with the 
thermodynamics in the reactor. The full 
regeneration process is then built from adding the 
chemistry to the existing model. However, the 
present study does not have any focus on the 
process itself, so from this perspective the parts 
which are not considered are justified to be 
neglected. How does this then affect the accuracy 
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of the numerical results? To investigate this we 
consider the parameters which govern the motion 
inside the reactor.  
Considering a constant flow rate of 2.5 kg/s or 5 
m3/s, we obtain a flow rate from each burner of 
roughly 18,000 m3/h. The inflow of waste acid 
into the reactor is 8 m3/h, which is several orders 
of magnitude smaller than the burner inflow rate. 
Compared to the burner gas inflow rate the inflow 
of acid is hence considered negligible. From this 
condition it is reasonable to assume that the main 
flow characteristics in the reactor are governed by 
the flow from the four burners along the periphery 
of the reactor. The effect on the main flow 
characteristics is also limited by the combustion 
and process chemistry, which though plays a 
crucial part when modelling the whole process. 
This approach is however well outside the scope 
of the present analysis focusing on the leading 
flow pattern in order to estimate the conditions 
near the burner inlet region. Furthermore, the 
combustion and chemical reactions of the 
regeneration process affect the temperature 
distribution inside the reactor, which in turn will 
affect how e.g. buoyancy effects modify the flow. 
Such effects are - as the contribution of the acid 
inflow – much smaller than the dynamics of the 
flow induced by the burner inflow. Also, the swirl 
and its intensity are primarily related to the 
modelling of the combustion; for the present 
purely gas flow dominated study, however, the 
swirl intensity is not considered.  
Regarding the actual chosen values of the density, 
viscosity, and the percentage of turbulent 
intensity, we consider the composition of the 
actual fluid (burner gas) which comprises propane 
(70%) and butane (30%) with an air excess of 1.4. 
The temperature at the location where the burner 
enters the reactor is 1400 °C.  There are 
unfortunately no measured data on the gas 
viscosity or the density, so a qualified estimate 
has is to be made from existing data for lower 
temperatures (up to 1000 °C). An estimate of the 
density is rather straightforward as different 
fractions can be summarised and extrapolated to 
obtain a value valid for higher temperatures. The 
viscosity is more difficult to estimate as it cannot 
be obtained by summation of the different 
fractions, so here we used a value which is within 
a reasonable range. Of significance is how the 
value of the viscosity affects the numerical results. 
It is reasonable to assume that some errors in the 
viscosity value will not change the flow structure 
since there is a developed turbulence regime 
(Re=1.1x107); only the turbulent characteristics 

would have a slightly different value, but with the 
same character.  
The influence of the Reynolds number on the 
actual physical phenomena is more pronounced in 
the boundary layer, which would be possible to 
track with Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with a 
refined boundary layer. However, as the wall 
function approach steps over the processes in the 
vicinity of the wall, the flow field character is 
therefore still adequately modelled if the 
dimensionless wall distance is in the proper range 
of y+<150, considering near wall treatment in 
used turbulence model. Hence we consider it 
justified to use the estimated values in the absence 
of measured data.  
The relevance behind the set 5% turbulent 
intensity also relates to the discussion above 
considering that the present study is not made 
using LES: an error in the chosen value (5%) does 
not primarily affect the character of the turbulence 
and flow structure. Another important issue is the 
impact on the results made by the removal of 
smaller objects such as the spray nozzle lances 
and the spray nozzles themselves. These parts are 
considered as minor objects with respect to the 
characteristic length scales in the reactor on which 
the governing behaviour of the main flow is based 
on. Also, the flow motion in connection to this 
outlet is several orders of magnitude smaller than 
the characteristic flow inside the reactor as 
discussed earlier in this section. 

5. RESULTS 

The investigated reactor flow is, due to the high 
inlet velocity from the four gas burners, generally 
circular with a locally strong value for the axial 
component, resulting in a flow oscillating up and 
down in different parts of the reactor; see Figs. 3 
and 4. In the results obtained with- and without 
KO, the velocity range in the whole reactor is 0 – 
60 m/s, with the highest flow magnitudes close to 
the burner entry. Although the KO does not 
change the overall flow character considerably, 
there are major changes in the region of interest 
near the burner entry. These will now be 
discussed in detail. The figures showing contours 
in the burner inlet area of the reactor all are in the 
same plane (cross section) located at the burner 
level in the reactor (cf. Fig. 1), Fig. 5 – shows the 
pressure, Fig. 6 the velocity (with velocity vectors 
being the white arrows), Fig. 9 a zoomed view of 
the velocity field immediately downstream of 
KO1, and Fig. 10 the turbulent kinetic energy. 
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(a) Total velocity (magnitude) (b) Vertical velocity component 

Fig. 3 Velocity distribution in the reactor without KO. 

 
Fig. 4 Streamlines showing the flow motion in the full 3D model. The four panels show respective cases (considering 

from top left to bottom right): no KO and KO1-3 respectively. 

5.1 Without KO 

From the simulations without KO no special flow 
structures in the burner are observed. Even mesh 
refinements comprising element sizes in the 
regions of interest in the order of 2-3 mm in 
general and 1 mm near walls, did not change the 
velocity and pressure distribution significantly. 
The pressure presented in Fig. 5 is defined as 

static

2

3

k
P p


   (5) 

where the first term is the static pressure and the 
second term is additional pressure due to 
fluctuating velocity components. See Figs. 6 & 5 
for the velocity and pressure distribution, 
respectively. A local decrease in velocity in the 
burner was however observed; see Figs. 7 and 8. 
This low velocity spot can in combination with 
the chemical and combustion processes be a 
reason for the erosion damage supporting flow 
into the burner chamber. 
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Fig. 5 Pressure contour plot in horizontal cross-

section in level with the burner plane for each 
KO scenario. 

 
Fig. 6 Velocity contours in horizontal cross section 

in level with the burner plane, with and 
without KO. 

5.2 With KO 

Considering the burner entrance in Fig. 6, KO1, 
there is no indication of a decrease in velocity. 
The velocity distribution is practically uniform in 
the burner, but close to KO1 a recirculation zone 
forms being the white zone downstream of KO1 
in Fig. 6; see Fig. 9 for details of the recirculation 
area. The flow is similar with a recirculation area 
on the downstream side of the KO for KO2 and 
KO3 (cf. Fig. 6). These zones are however 
significantly smaller than the corresponding 
vortex in connection to KO1. The actual mesh 
size was insufficient to resolve the vortices for 
KO2 and KO3. Furthermore, considering Fig. 10 

and all cases with KO, the turbulence kinetic 
energy is high at the dark zone locations and 
along an imagined line between the furnace flow 
and the burner flow; see the high turbulent energy 
zones in Fig. 10. Inside the reactor it is just a local 
increase of turbulence, but near the walls it could 
have influence on the erosion. Comparing the 
results for the case with introduced erosion on the 
KO1 geometry (KO2), no significant difference 
from KO1 is visible. However, the reactor flow 
influence on the burner flow is lower. Figs. 7 and 
8 show no change in velocity distribution in the 
burner. 
Considering the velocity plots in Figs. 7 and 8 it 
is clear that the velocity is not decreasing as is the 
case for the scenario without KO. For the KO2 
and KO3 geometries smaller velocity zones are 
also observed having a different position located 
not so deep into the burner chamber as for the 
case without KO (Fig. 6; KO2 and KO3). Figs. 7 
and 8 also indicate that the velocity is decreasing, 
but less than for the case without KO. 

5.3 Relevance to reduction of gas inflow into 
the burner chamber 

Even though the changed flow characteristics near 
the burner inlet region is assumed to be the 
leading factor of reduced inflow of gas, it is 
important to also consider the total effect on the 
burner/reactor wall intersection region due to the 
inclusion of the KO; therein also included 
possible contribution to an increased inflow. It is 
reasonable to argue that the recirculation due to 
the vertical flow present near the burner region 
will affect the flow pattern in the immediate 
vicinity of the burner inlet. Depending on 
frequency, and especially magnitude of the vortex 
core precession, the effect on the flow driven by 
the burners will be more or less significant. In 
order to further dig into how the changed flow 
conditions in the vicinity of the burner inlet due to 
the inclusion of the KO may connect to the real 
effects in the actual reactor used at SSAB, we 
consider the velocity field (Figs. 6 and 9) together 
with the pressure distribution (Fig. 5), turbulent 
kinetic energy (Fig. 10), and the velocity profiles 
at the points with different distances from the 
reactor wall where the flow from the burner 
intersect the flow in the reactor (Figs. 7 and 8).  
From the personal communication with SSAB 
staff cited in §1, we know that the inclusion of the 
KO’s has reduced significantly the effect of gas 
inflow into the burner chamber, and hence 
directly have contributed to a more effective 
regeneration process. After the inclusion of the 
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Fig. 7 Velocity plot in burner along a line 12 mm from the wall. The vertical lines show the positions of the 

reactor/burner flow intersection: 1.37 m for the case with KO, and 1.66 m for the case without KO. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Velocity plot in burner on line 40 mm from wall, cf. Fig. 6. The points show positions where burner flow 

comes in furnace. 

KO’s the regeneration furnace runs as good as is 
desired with no more shut-downs than needed for 
normal maintenance. A key question is how the 
desired results are obtainedt. In terms of the 
vortical kinetics in connection to the 
reactor/burner intersection, it is reasonable that 
there will be an effect on the burner flow which 
might cause a perturbation of such an order that 
gas inflow is present. When looking at the 

pressure distribution we see that the pressure is of 
the same order in the vortex region downstream 
of KO1, as in the burner. This situation does not 
solely support the fact that the inflow is reduced; 
on the contrary, it is a motivation that inflow of 
gas into the burner chamber still might be present. 
However, comparing the pressure contours for 
KO1 and KO2 which is a modelled version of an 
eroded KO1, we see that there is a high pressure 
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Fig. 9 Recirculation zone downstream of the KO1 

geometry. Cross section plane in level with 
the burner entry region. 

 
Fig. 10 Turbulence kinetic energy comparison in 

horizontal cross- section for all KO 
geometries. Cross section plane in level with 
the burner entry region. 

zone in direct connection to the trailing edge of 
KO2. For the real case scenario it is most 
reasonable that the geometry of KO1 due to the 
fierce environment inside the reactor will be 
eroded at points where the geometry has sharp 
edges. This scenario was the case for the tip of the 
reactor wall where the reactor flow met the burner 
flow; see top left figure in Fig. 5 which shows 
that there is a locally increased pressure 
supporting the confirmed scenario of erosion at 

this location. So, for the actual real case the shape 
of KO2 is due more likely to erosion to be the 
situation rather than the initial shape of KO1. So 
from solely the pressure point of view, it is 
possible that the flow experiences a gradient 
towards the reactor centre rather than into the 
burner chamber as the pressure is lower in that 
direction compared to the pressure inside the 
burner chamber. Furthermore, the pressure plot in 
Fig. 5 shows that the pressure is of the same order 
immediately after the kick-out and in the burner 
chamber; a situation which alone cannot explain 
the reduction of inflow into the burner chamber. 
The reason for the low pressure region is the 
vortical region formed immediately after the KO. 
In addition to changing the flow pattern in 
connection to the burner inlet, the pressure load 
on the tip of the reactor wall/burner inlet shown in 
Fig. 5a is reduced. This high pressure zone was 
shown to cause erosion of wall material (clay) 
which most likely had supported the inflow of gas 
into the burner chamber.  A significant and highly 
relevant question is whether the reduced sintering 
of iron oxide inside the burner chamber solely can 
be explained by the separation introduced by the 
kick-out. The introduction of a kick-out does not 
only give a low pressure zone, but also a low 
velocity zone (see Fig. 6); the latter allowing the 
flow from the burner to dominate in the burner 
inlet region, and hence consequently preventing 
inflow of gas from the reactor into the burner 
chamber.  
The pressure is one quantity affecting the flow, 
but for the present application it is likely that the 
flow pattern determined by the velocity is the 
main factor for why the inflow into the burner 
chamber is prevented. Fig. 6 shows the velocity 
contours in the burner/reactor wall intersection in 
a plane located at the burner level. From these 
plots it is evident that the introduction of a KO 
rapidly increases the ratio between the velocity in 
the reactor and the burner velocity: from the top 
left figure it follows that the velocities in the 
reactor and the burner are of the same order of 
magnitude, which in turn means that the flow 
from the burner does not dominate in this region 
and hence allows the gas flow in the reactor to 
enter the burner chamber. With the KO design 
supporting the most significant vortical structure 
(KO1, top right figure) we see that the velocity is 
very small immediately downstream of the KO 
compared to the velocity in the burner. The effect 
is most significant for KO1, but also present for 
the other two KO geometries even though less 
pronounced. The KO hence strongly supports the 
flow in the burner chamber to dominate in the 
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region where the gas flow in the reactor meets the 
flow in the burner chamber, and ultimately 
prevents the flow in the reactor to perturb the 
flow from the burner and consequently preventing 
inflow into the burner chamber.  
In order to further analyze the velocity 
distribution at the relevant zone close to the 
burner inlet, we consider Figs. 7 and 8. They 
show the velocity profile along a line following 
the reactor curvature at different distances from 
the wall, with and without KO. In Figure 7 the 
actual distance from the wall is 12 mm and in Fig. 
8 the corresponding distance is 40 mm. The line 
along which the data is evaluated is shown in Fig. 
7, where the distance to the wall is not to scale. 
The arrow shows the positive direction along the 
line. One difference between the two scenarios 
including KO and no KO is that the location 
where the reactor wall meets the burner inlet is 
further down along the coordinate specified by 
the evaluation line (cf. Fig. 2) for the case without 
KO. This is the case as the KO is built partially 
over the location where the intersection is for the 
case without KO. Considering Fig. 7, we see for 
the case without KO that there is a dip in velocity 
as we approach the location where the burner and 
reactor flows intersect, whereupon the velocity 
gradually approaches a constant velocity close to 
the wall upstream of the reactor wall/burner inlet 
intersection. This effect is also indicated by the 
contour plot in the top left figure in Fig. 6; one 
possible effect of this situation together with the 
high pressure zone at the tip of the wall as shown 
in top left figure in Fig. 5 is that this makes it 
easier for the gas in the reactor to creep into the 
burner chamber and start the build up of sintered 
iron oxide. Interestingly a similar effect is present 
for the velocity for the no KO case at a distance 
of 40 mm along the reactor wall; here the velocity 
gradually increases before entering the 
intersection area where it decreases and then 
approaches the velocity along the wall upstream 
of the intersection location. Of certain interest is 
of course how the inclusion of the KO changes 
the velocity profile. Comparing the evolution of 
the velocity downstream of the KO there is a 
noticeable similarity between KO2 and KO3 with 
a drop in velocity, while the velocity is more 
constant downstream of KO1. The different 
scenarios indicate that the velocity close to the 
wall is more uniform due to the inclusion of KO1, 
an effect which is not unlikely to prevent inflow 
of gas into the burner chamber.  
To summarize, the successful result of the 
implementation of the kick-out is likely a 
combination of a changed velocity field in 

connection to the burner inlet region supporting 
the burner flow to dominate in that region, 
together with the reduction of a high pressure 
zone contributing to erosion of wall material in 
connection to the burner inlet. 

5.4 Decision for the implementation of KO in 
the furnace reactor 

With a background on the results presented above 
showing that KO1 has the largest impact on the 
flow, forming a significant low pressure vertical 
region, this design was decided to be 
implemented in the reactor. 

6. DISCUSSION 

The present study is the first part of a long term 
objective covering an enhanced knowledge and 
understanding of the flow dynamics inside the 
combustion furnace, and ultimately a full 
numerical model of the regeneration process. In 
order to get a first order approximation of the 
flow in the reactor, simplifications used in the 
present study can again be employed as presented 
above. The global flow and thermaldynamics in 
the reactor are affected by factors such as 
buoyancy effects and chemical reactions. Here 
however the focus is on the local properties in a 
flow environment dominated by the inflow from 
the burner. The global effects on the flow inside 
the reactor can hence be treated as a higher order 
effect for the local flow near the burner entry zone 
and in connection to the KO.  
A relevant question is the chosen design of the 
KO. Theoretically a number of other designs 
supporting separation are possible applying a 
methodology as suggested in Marjavvara et al. 
(2007), for instance. However, a crucial part when 
implementing the construction in the reactor is to 
have a geometry which is possible to build 
considering the structural- and solid mechanical 
properties of the fireproof brick material used– 
which is identical to the material the reactor walls 
are covered with. The chosen design(s) fulfil both 
the mechanical and fluid dynamical requirements.  
Even though the main positive effect from the 
implementation of the KO most likely is due to 
the changed fluid flow pattern in the burner 
inflow/reactor wall region, we believe that it is 
important to also point out possible other effects 
from the inclusion of the KO, as the reviewer has 
doubted that the changed airflow made by the KO 
is solely responsible for the reduction in shut 
down frequency. One main reason for gas inflow 
into the burner chamber in the first place is the 
effect of erosion on the reactor wall represented 
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by the high pressure spot in the top left figure in 
Fig. 5. With the introduction of the KO more wall 
material (clay) is built over the burner inlet region, 
which also will contribute to a reduction of inflow 
as a possible area where this occurs is covered 
with material. However, the inclusion of a KO 
significantly increases the domination of the 
burner flow in the reactor wall/burner chamber 
intersection region, which in turn should be 
reasonably one big reason for the reduction of 
inflow of gas into the burner chamber and 
eventually sintering of iron oxide, which in turn 
leads to shut down of the process. 
Finally, in order to validate the numerical 
solutions, measurements would be desirable. 
However, the construction and the dynamics of 
the reactor make measurements very difficult to 
perform. In this study a thermo element attached 
to a metal rod has been injected into the reactor 
via a small hole in the wall near the burner. Even 
more difficult (more or less impossible with the 
measurement techniques of today) is to 
measure/visualize the flow inside the reactor. The 
fact that measurements are very difficult to utilize 
puts the CFD approach into a certain perspective 
as this practically gives the only picture of the 
situation inside the reactor. That is why CFD was 
chosen in the first place, and why this study is so 
important in order to get a first view of the 
scenario inside the reactor. As explained above, 
what happens inside the reactor has until now 
been a complete black box. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study the gas flow inside a reactor used for 
regeneration of waste hydrochloric acid using the 
spray roasting technique at SSAB EMEA, 
Borlänge, Sweden, is investigated. The main 
objectives comprise a detailed study of the flow in 
the vicinity of the area in the reactor where the 
burner intersects the reactor wall. This study is 
motivated by a huge problem of inflow of gas into 
the burner chamber, causing sintering of iron 
stopping up the burner chamber and hence a stop 
in the production with economical loss as a 
consequence.  
Three different geometries - so called kick-outs 
(KO’s) - and their influence on the gas flow as 
they are implemented in connection to the 
burner/reactor wall intersection, are analyzed 
using Computational Fluid Dynamics. The main 
idea with the KO is to include an object which 
changes the flow pattern in connection to the 
chamber entry and so preventing inflow of gas. 
The different KO designs create separation of 

different degree over the burner entry region. The 
main hypothesis behind this configuration is to 
implement an interaction between the well 
ordered flow in the burner and the vortex formed 
in the low pressure region behind the kick-out. 
This will support the burner flow to dominate in 
the burner/reactor boundary intersection and so 
preventing backflow of gas into the burner 
chamber. 
The KO geometry supporting the dominating 
separation (KO1) was chosen to be implemented 
in the reactor. This shape also supports less 
material erosion due to a lower pressure causing a 
reduced bottle-neck effect by the laminar sub-
layer accumulating oxide to the surface. The 
deposition rate increases primarily if the thickness 
of the laminar layer is smaller, and secondarily if 
the concentration difference between bulk and 
equilibrium is higher. Effects of erosion on the 
KO1 design were also investigated, showing no 
significant change in the flow characteristics in 
the vicinity of the burner entry region.  
The inclusion of KO1 in the reactor has led to 
significant decrease in frequency of shut down 
from initially 1-2 times a week, to once every six 
weeks. As everything looks satisfactory the 
interval will increase to once every eight weeks 
(Johansson B, 2010 SSAB EMEA, Borlänge, 
Sweden. Personal communication). 
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